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Abstract. The Pauli Exclusion Principle is one of the most fundamental rules of nature and
represents a pillar of modern physics. According to many observations the Pauli Exclusion
Principle must be extremely well fulfilled. Nevertheless, numerous experimental investigations
were performed to search for a small violation of this principle. The VIP experiment at the Gran
Sasso underground laboratory searched for Pauli-forbidden X-ray transitions in copper atoms
using the Ramberg-Snow method and obtained the best limit so far. The follow-up experiment
VIP2 is designed to reach even higher sensitivity. It aims to improve the limit by VIP by orders
of magnitude. The experimental method, comparison of different PEP tests based on different
assumptions and the developments for VIP2 are presented.

1. Introduction
The Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) predicates that two fermions (having half-integer spin)
cannot occupy the same quantum state - unlike bosons having integer spin. According to the
present knowledge it is a consequence of the spin-statistic theorem, however the physics background remains an open topic. Wolfgang Pauli introduced PEP and published it in a famous
paper [1] ninety years ago. In his nobel lecture [2] he confessed that a intuitive explanation for
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PEP he was unable to give:
Already in my original paper I stressed the circumstance that I was unable to give a logical
reason for the exclusion principle or to deduce it from more general assumptions. I had always
the feeling and I still have it today, that this is a deficiency.
Nevertheless he tried to prove it on the basis of rather complicated arguments [3]. Our understanding is that there are only two spin-separated classes of particles and compound systems
namely fermions and bosons in nature, which are characterized by the half-integer and integer spin respectively. According to many observations PEP is extremely well-fulfilled for all
fermions like nucleons and electrons. The PEP represents a cornerstone of quantum mechanics
and has many consequences, e.g. periodic system of the elements, stability of matter, existence of compact stellar objects like neutron stars. Because of the fundamental importance
of PEP speculations about tiny violations were raised. Many experimental attempts based on
various assumptions concerning PEP violation were carried out to test the validity with higher
and higher sensitivity. Very stringent limits were found for Pauli-forbidden reactions in stable
systems by the experiments DAMA [4, 5] and Borexino [6, 7] at the Gran Sasso Laboratory.
However, according to the so-called Greenberg-Messiah superselection rule [8] reactions between
different symmetry classes are forbidden in a stable system with established symmetry. Therefore, this results in an absence of Pauli-forbidden processes in stable systems. In a pioneering
experiment Ramberg and Snow (RS) [9] used an electric current to provide ”new” fermions (i.e.
distant originating fermions which have no connections to the atoms under test) to test PEP.
The Pauli-forbidden X-ray transitions in copper (Kα) exhibit an energy shift of about 300 eV
relative to the normal 2p-1s transitions (7.729 keV instead of 8.040 keV) [10]. Differently to
searches in stable systems this method avoids the Greenberg-Messiah superselection rule. The
upper limit obtained in the Ramberg-Snow experiment was
β 2 /2 < 1.7 · 10−26

(1)

β 2 /2

The quantity
stands for the probability of PEP violation which can be traced back
to an theoretical attempt by Ignatiev and Kuzmin [11] to formulate PEP violation which was
afterwards discarded because of negative probabilities. Nevertheless β 2 /2 is widely used in
the literature as measure for bounds of PEP violation and will be used also in this paper. New
attemps to accommodate spin-statistics violation were performed in the framework of superstring
theory [12] and spacetime non-commutativity [13].
2. VIP experiment at LNGS
The VIP experiment (Violation of the Pauli Principle) [14] was designed to refine and improve
the search for PEP forbidden X-ray transitions using the Ramberg-Snow method. The main
improvements were the use of X-ray detectors with much better energy resolution and a lowbackground location for the experiment. As X-ray detectors charge coupled devices (CCDs)
[15] were employed which were successfully used in experiments on kaonic atoms at DAFNE
first [16, 17]. Compared to the proportional tube detectors used in the RS experiment the
CCDs exhibit superior energy resolution (about 5-times better than the detectors in the RS
experiment). The VIP experiment was installed in the underground laboratory Gran Sasso
which provides a suppression of the cosmic ray flux by 106 and is therefore ideally suited for
low-counting experiments. The VIP experiment used an electric current of 40 A through an
ultrapure copper cylinder to introduce ”new” electrons for testing PEP. Data were collected
with current and without current to search for a possible difference caused by PEP violation.
The difference in the expected counts for the 2 data sets comes from the fact, that in the case
without current, non-Paulian transitions could have already occured in a long time span since
2
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Table 1. Limits of the Pauli violation probability for electrons from different experiments using
the RS method.
Experiment

Target

Upper limit of β 2 /2

ref.

Ramberg-Snow
S.R. Elliott et al.
VIP(2006)
VIP(2012)
VIP2(goal)

Copper
Lead
Copper
Copper
Copper

1.7x10−26
1.5x10−27
4.5x10−28
4.7x10−29
10−31

[9]
[18]
[19]
[20, 21]

atomic formation. As the current introduces ”new” electrons to the system, the non-Paulian
transitions could occur during the measurement. In the first data taking period we succeeded
to improve the β 2 /2 limit of Ramberg-Snow by nearly 2 orders of magnitude (see tab. 1).
In the extended data taking periods at LNGS the limit was again improved to the region of
10−29 . The final analysis is finished now and a publication of the final result is in preparation.
3. The new experiment VIP2
3.1. Goal of VIP2
After the successful completion of VIP we want to further increase the sensitivity for PEP
violation in the electron sector. In order to gain several orders of magnitude a new experimental
setup with different improvements is needed [22, 23, 24, 25].
• Enhancement of the acceptance of the X-ray detector
• Usage of higher current
• Background suppression by smaller target and active shielding
Instead of the copper cylinder used in VIP in the new VIP2 experiment a water-cooled copper
foil is used. This target (see fig. 1) is viewed by the X-ray detectors from both sides. In VIP2
6 silicon drift detectors (SDDs) [26] with an active area of 100 mm2 each are used as X-ray
detectors. The energy resolution at the interesting energy region around 8 keV is comparable or
even better compared with that of CCDs. This X-ray detector was very successfully working in
the SIDDHARTA experiment at DAFNE which studied the X-ray spectrum of kaonic hydrogen
with high precision [27]. The use of silicon drift detectors (SDDs) provides the opportunity
for active shielding of the experiment, because SDDs have a time resolution of about 400 ns.
Therefore background events in the detector can be identified with the help of an array of plastic
scintillators around the target.
3.2. Preparation of the VIP2 setup
Many steps are necessary to set the VIP2 apparatus up and to ensure a stable operation in the
underground laboratory, like testing of the target system, the X-ray detectors and the shielding.

3.2.1. Target A crucial part of VIP2 is the copper target system. This water-cooled target has
to be suitable for long-term running at a current higher than 100 A. The target was already
successfully tested up to 180 A. The water cooling system was effective to keep the temperature of
the copper foil at room temperature level, which is satisfactory regarding that the end contacts
of the copper supply rod are outside the vacuum chamber of the setup. The well-controlled
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target temperature is crucial since the SDDs are only 10 mm separated from the copper foil and
Stefan'Meyer'Ins-tute'
the SDDs have to be cooled to obtail good energy
resolution.

Copper'target'VIP2''
'
Length:'30'mm'
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'
'
Current:'100'A'
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33'

Figure 1. Copper target of VIP2. The water-cooled target is designed for currents up to 200 A.
It is viewed by SDDs from the side.

3.2.2. SDDs An important issue is the energy resolution of the SDD X-ray system. A dedicated
Fe-55 source of low radioactivity (about 1 kBq) was used in tests and it was confirmed that this
source is suitable for an in-situ calibration source inside the VIP2 setup. An important feature
of SDDs is their timing capability which enables the active shielding with plastic scintillators.
The timing performance of SDDs and scintillators with SiPM readout was tested and found to
be sufficient for the active shielding (see fig. 2).
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3.2.3. Active shielding system The active shielding system consists of 32 plastic scintillators
readout by 64 silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). The output signal will be the linear sum of
2 analog signals from the SiPMs. The electronic scheme for the active shielding system was
developed and tested.
The designed VIP2 setup is shown in fig. 3. The vacuum box with the inner part is shown
in fig. 4.

Figure 3. Artist’s view of the VIP2 setup
incorporating the copper target and SDD
X-ray detectors. An active shielding system
(in red) surrounds the target. The whole
inner setup is mounted inside an insulation
vacuum box.

Figure 4. Photo of the VIP2 setup. One
can see the copper target in the middle and
scintillators of the active shielding system
at the bottom of the vacuum box.

4. Outlook
The history of the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the spin statistics connection is already an old
one. It is fascinating that it looks that nature only knows two classes of systems: fermions and
bosons. The important decisive criterion is the spin which can only be described in the framework
of quantum mechanics. A possible violation of PEP cannot be quantified neither can systems be
identified in which one should search for PEP violation. Compared to combined systems like the
nucleon, the electron is a very fundamental and clean case, being point-like and furthermore the
lightest of the leptons. Therefore high sensitivity searches for tiny PEP violations via X-rays are
interesting and experimental methods like the RS method were developed. Due to the advances
in instrumentation and detector technology the sensitivity can be increased to a large extent.
Therefore low-background high precision experiments have the potential for discoveries - maybe
also in the case of PEP.
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